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PORT ST. LUCIE — Volunteers have always been at the
heart of Treasure Coast Hospice. The organization places
a high value on all of its volunteers and appreciates the
opportunity to recognize them at every turn.
The phrase “above and beyond” has assumed a more
encompassing meaning in recent times. Despite the limitations created by the COVID-19 pandemic, volunteers
have embraced the opportunity to continue to serve, often in creative new ways. Those observed going “above
and beyond” the traditional roles during the challenges of
a pandemic were recognized for their dedication.
Beginning in October of 2020, the Treasure Coast Hospice’s Above and Beyond volunteer recognition program
— based on anonymous peer and staff recommendations
— has blossomed.
Here are inspiring stories about five of the volunteers
whose “above and beyond” involvement demonstrates
the contributions that make a difference.
Sharon Brown, volunteer coordinator for the Treasured Pets program since 2013, has been the heart and
soul of this special service for hospice patients and their
pets. Whether contacting families, coordinating the purchase of pet food, setting up grooming sessions, negotiating discounts with local veterinarians or finding “forever
homes” for pets left behind, she is a committed advocate.
Sharon’s passion is truly providing peace of mind for hospice patients and their beloved pets.
Maryanne Holbrook, another member of the Treasured Pets volunteer team, brought with her a contagious
sense of humor and a compassionate, caring heart when
she began volunteering in 2019. Recently, she fostered a
patient’s post-op cat because it was too much for the
family to handle. Under her care, the cat recovered. No
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Pictured are five Treasure Coast Hospice volunteers who were lauded for their contributions. In
the front and center, Barbara Carlson; in the back
row from left, Sharon Brown; David Kranz; Wanda
Ren; and Maryanne Holbrook. Photo by MaryAnn
Ketcham

Wanda Renz, a hospice volunteer with Treasure
Coast, displays two of the more than 250
handcrafted memory bears she created with hospice
patients' clothing items, precious momentos made
for family members. MARYANN KETCHAM

task is too large or too small for Maryanne.
Barbara Carlson, a long-time volunteer, brings smiles.
Despite the pandemic, her dedication to maintaining the
hospice foundation database never faltered. Not only

that, Carlson writes cards and notes of encouragement —
sometimes more than 20 per week — to hospice patients.
“My favorite day is Tuesday,” she said. “Tuesday is the
day I volunteer.”
David Kranz also cherishes Tuesdays. He provides a
plethora of administrative skills and supports the hospice clinical team, central supply and any other department that needs assistance. Throughout his tenure of
volunteer service, Kranz has donated many items to help
patients and their families, including holiday trees and
craft supplies used to decorate inpatient unit rooms.
Wanda Renz once raised her hand in answer to the
question, "Who sews?" More than 250 memory bears later, she is still sewing. Each work of art, painstakingly created with hospice patients' clothing items, is presented
as a precious memento to family members. Details can
take up to eight hours to recreate, including hand-painted
eye colors, Marine caps that bring comfort for years to
come.
Community members are invited to become a patient
visitor, Treasured Pets dog walker, administrative or office helper, volunteer with our veterans’ program, or assist at fundraising events and in one of the thrift boutiques.
For information about volunteer opportunities or to
complete an application, visit TreasureHealth.org.
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